Quick Solutions Adhesives

**QwikStix™ / QwikSeal™ / QwikDots™**

Quick Pavement Surface Solutions

Quick Solutions - Sticks most anything to pavement

**FEATURES**

- **QwikSeal** is supplied in a preformed continuous strip either 4” or 2-1/2” wide and 50 foot long
- **QwikDots** are available in 6” diameter, 60 per box and 8” diameter, 40 per box
- **QwikStix** makes single markers or touch-up to a crack sealing project quick and easy
- **Marker Adhesive System** includes both application equipment and marker adhesive

Delivering Confidence Through Innovation, Quality and Value Since 1976
QwikSeal

QwikSeal is a peel-and-stick, modified asphalt compound ideal for sealing cracks, seams around pavement patches and concrete joints. Applying QwikSeal is as simple as making sure the pavement surface is clean, unrolling QwikSeal and applying it to the surface. Warm the edges to assure a long lasting bond. Properly installed, QwikSeal prevents water intrusion and the deterioration it causes to the pavement. QwikSeal is compounded to perform in a wide range of climates and conditions.

QwikDots

Use the Crafco QwikDots system to adhere sign posts, rumble strips, speed bumps, parking bumpers, temporary signs or most anything else to both concrete and asphalt pavements. Crafco QwikDots are pressure sensitive peel-and-stick modified asphalt adhesive pads.

QwikStix

The Crafco QwikStix is a fast and easy way to adhere pavement markers or do small crack repairs. The only tool required is a small torch. Peel back the self release cardboard box and melt just enough to do the job. Single markers or touch up to a crack sealing project are ideal for the QwikStix. QwikStix work equally well on AC or PCC pavements.

Marker Adhesive System

Crafco's Marker Adhesive System includes both application equipment and marker adhesive. The SS60 with Shot Timer option will heat 480 pounds of adhesive per hour and applies 20 (4 oz.) “Shots” per minute for high application rates. The SS60 can be purchased either trailer or skid mounted. 15’ heated hose and 48” wand are standard on an SS60 but additional hose and wand options are available per request.

Standard Adhesive PN# 34269
- Meets ASTM D4280 and D4383
- Single component - Hot applied
- Uniform Blend
- Very Workable
- Highly Adhesive

Crafco Flexible Marker Adhesive PN# 34270
- Polymer modified for temperature stability
- Applied with standard jacketed melter
- 30% lighter than conventional filled adhesive
- Will not settle out in the applicator tank
- Re-heatable
- Flexible to 20°F (-7°C)